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Abstract

Clinical trials generate key evidence to inform decision making, and also benefit

participants directly. However, clinical trials frequently fail, often struggle to enroll

participants, and are expensive. Part of the problem with trial conduct may be the

disconnected nature of clinical trials, preventing rapid data sharing, generation of

insights and targeted improvement interventions, and identification of knowledge

gaps. In other areas of healthcare, a learning health system (LHS) has been proposed

as a model to facilitate continuous learning and improvement. We propose that an

LHS approach could greatly benefit clinical trials, allowing for continuous improve-

ments to trial conduct and efficiency. A robust trial data sharing system, continuous

analysis of trial enrollment and other success metrics, and development of targeted

trial improvement interventions are potentially key components of a Trials LHS

reflecting the learning cycle and allowing for continuous trial improvement. Through

the development and use of a Trials LHS, clinical trials could be treated as a system,

producing benefits to patients, advancing care, and decreasing costs for stakeholders.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Clinical trials are critical components of health research providing

high-quality evidence to inform best practices in clinical care. Trials

advance science, develop and deliver optimal care for patients, and

improve health for patients through both new knowledge and rein-

forcement of standard of care protocols and treatments.1 Owing to

their foundational role in health care and science, nearly $50 billion is

invested annually in clinical trials worldwide.2

Despite these benefits, investments, and underlying importance,

current approaches to clinical trials face numerous problems. In the

field of oncology, for example, clinical trials often fail, enrollment

remains both low and slow even for completed trials, and only a small

proportion of eligible patients enroll in trials.3-6 This leads to lagging

science, more expensive trials, and questions of the ethicality and suit-

ability of control arms as treatments advance.7,8 However, despite

these issues, many prior attempts to improve trial enrollment have

met limited success.9 New approaches to trial improvement, and per-

haps reimagining clinical trial infrastructure, are needed.

Part of the problem with trial conduct may be the general consider-

ation of trials as individual efforts, instead of part of a larger system.10

In the current state, a variety of methods are used by various sponsors

and funding mechanisms in the design and implementation of

condition-specific trials. Even when data are shared, this generally only

includes sharing of results once trials are completed, at best, with lim-

ited opportunities for sharing trial and trial implementation data while

trials are ongoing.11 The disconnects in these often-disjointed activities

limit the sharing and coordination of trial data and results, perhaps lead-

ing to inefficiently designed, conducted, and analyzed trials. Further,

the prioritization and selection of clinical questions and research topics

are decentralized, missing opportunities for engaged, multidisciplinary

communities of patients, providers, sponsors, and other stakeholders to
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review current evidence, experience and activities and decide which

research targets have the greatest potential impact and the likelihood

of success. In a future state, increasing the accessibility of trial design

features and implementation details could enable learning on a national

scale and facilitate new approaches to trial design and conduct, includ-

ing more purposeful involvement of patients to guide the design and

implementation of trials. However, the major remaining barriers to

addressing these information gaps are the isolation of trial data from

other health data resources, inefficient and superficial analyses of trial

data, and siloed attempts at trial improvement.

In other areas of healthcare facing barriers to information collection,

sharing, coordination, and implementation, a learning health system

(LHS) has been proposed as a model for continuous learning and quality

improvement to address these gaps.12 At the core of an LHS is the con-

ceptual model of the learning cycle, emphasizing the transitions from

data to knowledge, knowledge to performance, and performance back

to data.12 This approach to continuous learning has been applied within

institutions to improve measures like patient satisfaction, engagement,

and uptake of population health screenings.13 A similar approach could

yield many benefits to the design, conduct, and implementation of clini-

cal trials. However, historically trials have only been considered a tan-

gential application of LHS technology, as opposed to a system in and of

itself that could be adapted to incorporate learning cycle components.

Specifically, prior work has placed less emphasis on the “continu-
ous” aspect of improvement, with few opportunities to share trial

implementation data such as continuously updated enrollment data or

enrollment improvement strategies.11 Instead, most discussion of trial

improvement focuses on the bookends of clinical trials: protocol

design and results dissemination. For example, there has been exten-

sive discussion of how clinical trial results data could be shared, well

summarized in proceedings of the National Academies of Science,

Engineering, and Medicine.14 There have also been considerations of

the design of trials, with particular emphasis on expanding eligibility

criteria and improving representation in trials.10,15-17 However,

between results dissemination and protocol design there is a gap in

the ability to continuously evaluate how well these design phase

changes are working to improve trials, measure and report up-to-date

trial implementation, and rapidly design, implement, and evaluate trial

improvement strategies. Just as the LHS concept looks to close the

gap between evidence generation and action in health care, applying a

similar approach to clinical trials could allow for continuous learning

and improvement within the clinical trials enterprise.

For these reasons, we propose the formation of a national,

system-wide clinical trials LHS. In this piece, we will propose a model

for a “Trials LHS.” We will then consider critical problems with the

current state of clinical trials and describe how adopting LHS concepts

could potentially address these issues. Additionally, we will provide

caution about potential pitfalls and downsides of LHS methods in the

clinical trials context. While clinical trials have historically focused on

improving outcomes only once trials are completed, we believe that

applying LHS tactics and technology to the clinical trials system will

improve patient care and enhance the efficiency and conduct of clini-

cal trials themselves while trials are ongoing.

2 | ENVISIONING A NATIONAL CLINICAL
TRIALS LHS

A better understanding of existing clinical trial structures can demon-

strate where issues exist, highlight limitations in the development of

trial improvement interventions, and provide background for how a Tri-

als LHS might address these gaps. In the United States currently, trials

are designed and sponsored by different entities with often distinct

systems, including cooperative groups (eg, SWOG, an NIH cooperative

clinical trial group), pharmaceutical companies, and individual institu-

tions. This decentralized system has multiple levels of data collection

with different reporting mechanisms and requirements, resulting in the

limitation of data sharing to sponsor silos. For example, at the smallest

scale, individual trials at small institutions may not share data at all.

These trials' data would only be available outside the institution if the

results are published. In this case, the majority of trial-specific data

remains inaccessible, and it would likely be years before results are

published and accessible.18 Further, the “data” in most data-sharing ini-

tiatives refers to trial results and does not include information on how

trials are implemented or conducted, such as how trial sites are

selected, how, when, and where patients are identified and enrolled, or

how adaptable components of trials were modified at each trial

result.11 As a result, there is effectively a cap on the scope of data

access and integration, both in-depth and breadth, preventing higher-

level trial improvement interventions possible only with more compre-

hensive data sharing at the institutional/group or national levels.

Developing a national Trials LHS could help overcome these bar-

riers and improve clinical trials. It is distinct from other approaches in

integrating trials into an LHS, such as embedded trials or pragmatic tri-

als, in both its objectives and scope.19-22 It expands on prior calls for

results data sharing by emphasizing the need to continuously analyze

and improve trials while they are ongoing, as opposed to lagging years

behind the completion of trials.14 A Trials LHS represents a vision of

integrating data, analysis, and action to improve clinical trial design

and conduct using the conceptual model of the learning health cycle.

The backbone of a Trials LHS would be a robust trial data and

results repository with high interoperability and accessibility. This com-

ponent could be built out of the existing ClinicalTrials.gov database but

would require updated standards for both content and timeliness to be

effective. While there have been multiple proposals and solutions for

trial data sharing, including partnerships like the Yale Open Data Access

Project and industry platforms like Vivli, these platforms do not include

all trials, do not always provide all trial data, and do not emphasize the

sharing of trial implementation data [Correction added on 19 August

2022, after first online publication: In the preceding sentence, typo-

graphical errors in Yale Open Data Access Project were corrected in

this version.].23 For example, data collected should include the details,

success, and timing of recruitment methods to determine what works

for enrolling participants. Even for data already collected for

ClinicalTrials.gov, the lack of uniform reporting limits rapid large-scale

use. For example, eligibility criteria are reported as free text, making an

accurate study of how specific criteria influence trial success or infer-

ence difficult. Standardizing information reporting could both facilitate
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data use and encourage the adoption of standard eligibility criteria per

se. These data should be updated as frequently as feasible, ideally con-

tinuously, to allow for enrollment insights while trials are ongoing as

well as after they are completed and published. Notably, data that could

affect the interpretation of endpoint results, such as efficacy, should

remain censored until trial analyses have been completed. These stan-

dards and timeliness requirements could be applied to trials and entities

already regulated by the Food and Drug Administration Amendments

Act (FDAAA) within the United States [Correction added on 19 August

2022, after first online publication: In the preceding sentence, typo-

graphical errors in the expansion of the FDAAA abbreviation were cor-

rected in this version.].24 However, new incentives and/or penalties

may be required to increase the adoption of the system and ensure

active use.

While improved trial data sharing is important, a Trials LHS would

go beyond simply developing a more robust or reimagined

ClinicalTrials.gov database or the proposals for post-trial completion

results sharing.14 As data are continuously generated, they must be

analyzed and converted into actionable insights. While some studies

from existing trial databases have shed light on issues with trial con-

duct and result dissemination, new rapid approaches will be necessary

to analyze larger quantities and higher frequency of trial data.4,25-27

These insights can then be incorporated into practice to improve tri-

als, leveraging methods from implementation science to design and

optimize the uptake of targeted, theory-based trial improvement

interventions. These interventions will generate data from both the

trials and interventions per se, restarting the learning cycle and allow-

ing for continuous improvement.

Incorporating these aspects into a cohesive unit with multidisci-

plinary engagement may initially require sponsorship from an existing

organization, such as one of the cooperative groups (eg, SWOG), an

academic institution, or a new collaboration of stakeholders.28 A dedi-

cated team with the Trials LHS skillset and vision could model the

learning cycle and implement trial improvement interventions at trial

sites nationwide. This team could be expanded to address context-

specific issues while maintaining data sharing principles to maximize

network data value and optimize local implementation.

In all, a Trials LHS would be an organized system of multidisciplin-

ary researchers relying on LHS principles to leverage a reimagined tri-

als data system to coordinate trial data, test trial designs, and

improvement intervention, and improve the conduct and efficiency of

clinical trials. This open yet centralized system could be facilitated by

engaging stakeholder communities, including medical societies like the

Society for Clinical Trials, trial cooperative groups like SWOG, aca-

demic researchers, industry partners, other trial sponsors, and

patients.

3 | ADDRESSING FAILURES IN THE
CURRENT CLINICAL TRIAL SYSTEM

A reimagining of clinical trial infrastructure seems far-reaching, but

the problems with the state of clinical trials are not just theoretical.

Clinical trials fail by many definitions: they frequently do not reach

designated trial endpoints, fail to enroll sufficient participants, take

longer than expected, do not report results, and are very expen-

sive.4,7,29,30 As a result, some needed trials may never be run.

Even trials meeting otherwise successful benchmarks have weak-

nesses, such as the limited generalizability of some trial findings to

wider populations. This includes expanding treatments to patients

with wider eligibility criteria or to less strictly protocolized care, result-

ing in the observed “voltage drop” between trial efficacy data and

real-world effectiveness.31 Another issue is representation: trials have

historically struggled with including diverse groups of participants,

with implications for the application of trial results and the inequitable

distribution of benefits associated with the implementation of trials

per se.6

Developing the currently disparate clinical trials programs into an

LHS has the potential to address each of these critical problems.

While efforts at improving individual trials are important, a system-

level change could facilitate improvements to all trials. Specifically,

this system could address well-known obstacles to clinical trials,

including improving enrollment, enhancing trial efficiency, and

decreasing trial costs.

3.1 | Improving trial enrollment

First, a Trials LHS could improve trial enrollment. Currently, clinical tri-

als often do not meet their recruitment goals, increasing costs to

sponsors and patients, and contributing to overall trial failure.3-5,30 To

date, there is little evidence supporting optimal enrollment

approaches or enrollment improvement strategies, partially due to

designing interventions without first identifying root causes for poor

enrollment.9

Improved data collection on enrollment could address some of

these gaps.12 Currently, enrollment information system-wide is gener-

ally limited to reporting after the trial has been completed and even

then is limited in scope and in practice. Recording and reporting more

enrollment data could make trials more efficient by allowing for tai-

lored insights and improvements. For example, understanding histori-

cal enrollment data in specific geographic regions could allow for

improved enrollment goals. When planning a prostate cancer trial, for

example, knowledge of prior enrollment and incidence rates for pros-

tate cancer patients on trials in an area could improve the accuracy of

enrollment estimates and facilitate site planning.27 Similarly, this

system-wide enrollment data could also yield a more rapid under-

standing of what types of trials are enrolling well, for example by

tracking specific eligibility criteria and associated enrollment to trials

and reporting these data while trials are ongoing. Further, the adop-

tion and effectiveness of interventions to improve enrollment could

be measured, adapted, and implemented to improve enrollment in

other settings.

An additional advantage of this grander perspective is consider-

ation of the success of the trial system as a whole. A system-wide Tri-

als LHS could allow for new network analyses, such as more easily
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identifying competing trials (ie, trials in the same region recruiting the

same patient population) to streamline trial enrollment. The systems

perspective could also identify areas without access to clinical trials

and deliberately place trial sites in these scientifically underserved

regions.27 This could not only improve enrollment but improve health

outcomes associated with a trial “infrastructure effect.”32

Another advantage of a system-wide Trials LHS comes in

addressing equitable access to and enrollment in trials. Historically

enrollment rates have been unequal across socioeconomic, geo-

graphic, and racial groups, with most US-based trials comprised

overwhelmingly of white participants.6,33,34 Trials may be preferen-

tially opened in specific areas of the country, or trials may have

unintended racist or classist features, creating structural barriers to

enrollment and selecting for predominantly white participants.35,36

Identifying these patterns requires a systems-level perspective, as

focusing on individual trials limits both inference and potential coun-

termeasures by the narrow scope. Continually assessing enrollment

data to ensure adequate representation could allow for strategic

redesign and redeployment of trials to enhance equity. The Trials

LHS would also provide the infrastructure to rigorously design and

test interventions to deliberately improve access, enrollment, and

outcomes for underserved groups.

3.2 | Enhancing trial efficiency

In addition to improving trial enrollment rates, a Trials LHS could also

improve efficiency by considering trials as a cohesive unit. For trials

investigating drugs, for example, the Trials LHS would allow for the

“drug portfolio” approach to trials and drug development.37

In this portfolio approach, information from the use of a drug in

one setting could be applied in another for added insight and effi-

ciency. Suppose a drug has high efficacy in melanoma. In that case,

the estimated effect size may be larger for a kidney cancer trial so that

the sample size could be smaller, analogous to a living network meta-

analysis.38 An initial step could be a modification of the sample size

needed for the first interim analysis, providing a Bayesian evidence-

based approach to make a trial's initial stage more efficient.

Similarly, if toxicity rates for medications are shared in real time

between studies of the same agent, trials of drugs with unacceptable

toxicity rates could be closed early to spare participants unnecessary

harm. The successful dissemination of trial results through a Trials

LHS may also help prevent toxicity data from being lost to publication

bias.39 Similarly, efficacy meta-analyses could be more accurate, or at

least more representative of existing research, as results from unpub-

lished studies not deemed competitive for publication would still be

registered and produce useful data.

In addition to improving the use of existing trial data, a Trials LHS

could also improve the efficiency of evidence generation by projecting

future knowledge gaps. For example, if at the system level we see

most trials of advanced chemotherapy for bladder cancer are failing

enrollment, we could anticipate a shortage of evidence in 15 to

20 years and bolster trials now to compensate. Without such

oversight, there may be a gap between perception (ie, there must be

many bladder cancer trials enrolling now that will have good evidence

soon) and the reality of no, or poor, data emerging later. These data

could inform research agendas at institutional and cooperative group

levels, and highlight the need for funding and attention at the policy

level.

3.3 | Decreasing trial cost

The problems with trial enrollment and efficiency not only impact

patients and science but also contribute to the rising cost of clinical

trials. An estimated $50 billion is spent annually on clinical trials

worldwide, with individual trial costs ranging from $19 to 33 million

per trial.2,7,29 These high costs both potentially discourage necessary

testing of interventions and serve as a primary justification for high

drug prices, as companies spend an estimated $985 million to bring a

single drug to market.40

Enhancing the efficiency of trials through improved enrollment and

the use of toxicity and efficacy data would likely decrease costs. A Trials

LHS could also decrease costs by decreasing research waste. In addition

to improved efficiency as noted above, enhanced reporting could

decrease duplicated studies by both reporting and incorporating existing

evidence. For example, a repository of results information could high-

light the preponderance of evidence for a given intervention and sug-

gest a trial is unnecessary. This has been demonstrated in urology,

where many trials have been done suggesting tamsulosin is effective to

aid in kidney stone passage, the incremental benefit of an additional trial

is minimal, and hundreds of trials or billions of participants would be

necessary to change the effect estimates given existing research.41 A

Trials LHS could be used more frequently in this way to estimate the

value of the information generated by a hypothetical new trial.

4 | POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH A
TRIALS LHS

A Trials LHS holds great promise for addressing many critical issues

facing the clinical trials system. However, as we look towards future

iterations of the Trials LHS, we must consider the potential drawbacks

and path dependence we set in motion now through infrastructural

and design decisions to anticipate and prevent future problems with

evidence generation and application.

4.1 | A Trials LHS must support, not supplant,
clinical trials

Establishing a Trials LHS should facilitate leaner, more efficient trials

but should not replace clinical trials. The data typically available in an

LHS focus on health care systems, generally from electronic health

records, and are essentially observational. While observational studies

can support and expand on the results of clinical trials, they cannot
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yet replace the efficient generation of causal inference from a clinical

trial in some settings.42 Despite the increasing emphasis on the use of

“real-world evidence,” transitioning to the use of “real world”
(or observational) data is problematic with respect to efficient and

ethical testing of new innovations. For example, if a new drug is under

study, a possibility would be to have small dose-finding and early effi-

cacy trials (ie, phase 1 and 2 trials), then release a drug onto the mar-

ket with real-world studies of its resulting efficacy in lieu of a formal

phase 3 trial. Not only would this design compromise inference as

there may be substantial selection bias in those receiving the new

treatment, but many more patients would need to be exposed to both

treatments using observational data than prospectively randomizing

and then approving the treatments.43 This underscores the need for a

Trials LHS that optimizes trial design and analysis, not replaces trials

with observational and/or post-market data. These efforts must work

in concert with initiatives by groups like the FDA and Patient

Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) to incorporate real-

world evidence in comparative effectiveness research.44,45

4.2 | Exacerbating inequities

A Trials LHS must be carefully designed to increase equity through

the deliberate intent to identify and reduce existing disparities and

prevent new issues from emerging. There is a well-known lack of

diversity in clinical trials.6,46 When designing the Trials LHS, we must

consciously seek out sources of existing and potential inequitable

care, identify and deconstruct processes reinforcing structural racism

and actively work towards addressing bias in the developing

Trials LHS.

For example, algorithms have been shown to reinforce such exist-

ing inequities.47 In the trial context, an algorithmic approach to trial

enrollment improvement might attempt to optimize trial success by

deliberately selecting recruitment efforts in more advantaged areas,

as patients with low socioeconomic status are less likely to enroll in

trials and tend to have worse survival outcomes.48,49 This would func-

tionally exclude less advantaged groups from trials, who also may

have the most to gain from the protocolized treatment afforded by a

trial. To ensure equitable access to trials geography must also be

closely investigated for collinearity with other markers of disadvan-

tage, such as insurance status and other socioeconomic indicators. A

simple indicator of a region where a trial may be more successful is a

good start, but service to underlying populations and the resulting evi-

dence generated from the trial must also be considered.

These issues can be addressed by a Trials LHS if they are made

visible. Dimensions, such as equity, have been difficult to even track.

As the Trials LHS develops, we as designers and trialists must avoid

creating another structurally racist system by addressing these issues

early and often. A major component of this process will be including

stakeholders in these specific areas in the design and evaluation of

the Trials LHS, including experts in diversity equity and inclusion and

members of diverse communities, in addition to continuous focus on

inclusion and equity data.50,51

4.3 | Early looks: loss of perceived equipoise and
selective enrollment

One potential issue with continuous data collection and reporting is the

possibility of interference with critical aspects of trial data management,

including blinding to results until prespecified cut points to maintain

statistical integrity. Specifically, efficacy data should not be continu-

ously reported and should only be evaluated at the prespecified interim

and final analyses, particularly as a trial's estimated effect size can be

highly variable and potentially misleading until data in a study mature.52

Additionally, while continuous monitoring of enrollment and toxicity

allows for targeted improvement and increased efficiency of trials, we

must be cautious not to allow early enrollment and toxicity data to

influence trial conduct inappropriately. For example, seeing early indica-

tors of low enrollment or a feeling of participants “not doing well,”
despite statistical indicators that this is not the case, may decrease the

acceptability of the trial and lead providers not to offer the trial to

patients. The risk of selective enrollment potentially increases as the

adoption of trials decreases, that is, as fewer providers decide to enroll

patients due to perceived (but potentially unfounded) concerns.

5 | PAST STEPS TOWARD A TRIAL LHS

Recognizing the potential benefits of enhanced trial data reporting,

some initiatives have taken steps that, when combined and built upon,

could lead to a Trials LHS.

An initial step in building a Trials LHS is a reliable data-sharing

platform—multiple platforms, including ClinicalTrials.gov, Vivli, the

Yale Open Data Access Project, and ClinicalDataStudyRequest.com

[Correction added on 19 August 2022, after first online publication: In

the preceding sentence, typographical errors in Yale Open Data

Access Project were corrected in this version.].11,23,24,53 These sys-

tems primarily emphasize results reporting, with trial protocol data

and some meta-data available. While these systems can be useful,

they can be limited by selective and intermittent reporting. For exam-

ple, on ClinicalTrials.gov international trials are not subject to

United States policy requiring results reporting, and even US-based

trials seldom report their results in a timely fashion (if at all).54,55 For

other platforms, data must be requested and are often unavailable.23

For most platforms, the data reported are manually input, creating

time delays, limiting scaling, and the potential for error. Data are also

limited in both scope and structure, with many information fields

using unstructured free-text data making rapid analysis difficult, and

other fields missing or not required.

Other initiatives, such as guidance from non-profit trials group

TransCelerate (tranceleratebiopharmainc.com) and the International

Council for Harmonisation (ICH) of Technical Requirements for Phar-

maceuticals for Human Use (ich.org), provide guidelines, data and pro-

tocol standards, and models for quality in trials.56-58 While this

guidance is helpful, assessing uptake of these guidelines is left to sec-

ondary studies, such as suggestions for updates to trial protocols or

assessing the use of new ICH standards.57,58
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On an implementation side, the Accrual to Clinical Trials network

aims to support trial conduct by identifying potentially trial-eligible

patients across multiple sites in the United States.59 The National

Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network (PCORnet) has also

piloted electronic health record (EHR) based strategies to improve the

conduct of pragmatic trials.60 If these approaches using clinical and

EHR data could be combined with enhanced trial recruitment and

results in the repository, the Trials LHS could explore critical clinical

research issues that span the entirety of the trial design, implementa-

tion, and conduct life cycle.

Many of these initiatives gained traction during the COVID pan-

demic, where accelerated development of therapeutic options and

new approaches to clinical research and care became imminently visi-

ble.61 Some methods may be more acceptable in the post-pandemic

phase, for example, as more of the population becomes comfortable

with telehealth, and payor policy adapts to new methods of visits and

reimbursements potentially leading to improved uptake of decentra-

lized trials. The momentum carried by the public in transforming clini-

cal research, partially due to the emphasis on trials for COVID

vaccines and therapeutics, has the potential to lead to building new

and useful infrastructure, such as our proposed Trials LHS.

6 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

The notion of a Trials LHS holds great promise in making clinical trials

more efficient in generating evidence to inform decisions and ultimately

help patients. Developing comprehensive Trials LHS holds great prom-

ise for addressing inefficiencies in the trial system, but care must be

taken to avoid potential pitfalls. Whether it is built out from existing

infrastructure such as ClinicalTrials.gov or built from the ground up, a

deliberate approach to a system-wide Trials LHS could revolutionize

clinical trial design and conduct. The current clinical trials infrastructure

is broken and struggles to answer many necessary questions. We

believe clinical trials should and can be enhanced for the betterment of

patients, trialists, sponsors, and the system as a whole.
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